Nonblocking Clos networks of multiple ROADM rings for mega data centers.
Optical networks have been introduced to meet the bandwidth requirement of mega data centers (DC). Most existing approaches are neither scalable to face the massive growth of DCs, nor contention-free enough to provide full bisection bandwidth. To solve this problem, we propose two symmetric network structures: ring-MEMS-ring (RMR) network and MEMS-ring-MEMS (MRM) network based on classical Clos theory. New strategies are introduced to overcome the additional wavelength constraints that did not exist in the traditional Clos network. Two structures that followed the strategies can enable high scalability and nonblocking property simultaneously. The one-to-one correspondence of the RMR and MRM structures to a Clos is verified and the nonblocking conditions are given along with the routing algorithms. Compared to a typical folded-Clos network, both structures are more readily scalable to future mega data centers with 51200 racks while reducing number of long cables significantly. We show that the MRM network is more cost-effective than the RMR network, since the MRM network does not need tunable lasers to achieve nonblocking routing.